DESIGN IDEAS L

Triple Amps Handle High-Res
Workstation Video from
Single Supplies
Introduction
Cutting edge, high resolution workstation displays demand cutting edge
bandwidth and slew rate specs of their
video ampliﬁers. Displays supporting
1920 × 1200 pixels, for example, must
handle over 200Mpixels/s, less than
ﬁve nanoseconds per pixel! System
supply voltages have also been dropping in order to accommodate the new,
faster digital processor technologies.
Historically the fast ampliﬁers used for
these formats required a total power
supply of at least 6V, particularly in
cable driver applications. Enter the
LT6557 and LT6558, ultra-fast triple
video ampliﬁers with internally ﬁxed
gains of two and unity, respectively.
These devices have been speciﬁcally
engineered to operate on single supply voltages down to 3.3V and yet
maintain high bandwidth. Now it is
practical to use a low voltage digital
supply to directly power the analog
video circuitry within high resolution
products.
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The LT6557 and LT6558 are bipolar
voltage-feedback topology parts that
are designed for exceptionally high
slew-rate and large output swing capabilities for their operating voltage.
A blazing slew rate of 2200V/µs is
responsible for assuring that 400MHz
of bandwidth is available, regardless
of signal amplitude. These parts also
include a single-resistor-programmable biasing feature that eliminates
having to place resistor networks in
the signal path to establish the correct
DC operating point in single-supply
operation. In the typical application
for the LT6557 as a cable-driver or
the LT6558 as an input buffer, as
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, the
only external components in the signal
path are the coupling capacitors and
termination resistors, simplifying layout and preventing frequency response
anomalies.
The output voltage of these ampliﬁers can swing to within 800mV of
either rail, thus there is 1.7V of swing
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Figure 1. An LT6557 single-supply RGB cable driver
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available on 3.3V, and 3.4V of swing on
5.0V. This means that there is plenty of
swing available for RGB or HD video
waveforms, plus allowance for offset
variations due to AC-coupled picture
content, for the unity gain LT6558 to
operate on 3.3V or the LT6557 with
gain of two to operate on 5V. Figure 3
shows the time response of the LT6558
to 700mVP-P pulses 6ns wide while
operating from 3.3V (as in Figure 2).
Note that for high ﬁdelity waveform
capture, a coupling circuit like that
in Figure 1 is used, with a blocking
capacitor and the signal measurement
taken after a 75Ω double-termination.
The same circuit operating at 5V exhibits even less overshoot. The typical
current consumption is about 22mA
per ampliﬁer, and an enable feature
is provided to permit a less than 1mA
total current draw when the part is
not in use. Both parts are available
in a leaded SSOP-16 package or the
leadless 5mm × 3mm DFN-16. The
DFN model includes a bottom-side
ground pad for enhanced thermal
performance.
continued on page 42
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Figure 2. An LT6558 single-supply RGB buffer/ADC driver
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Figure 6. Transient performance
of the converter in Figure 1

Figure 5. High efﬁciency application deriving gate drive voltage from a secondary 5V supply.

stead utilizes a secondary 5V supply
to provide a higher gate drive voltage
to the MOSFETs. Higher gate drive
voltages lower RDS(ON) while simultaneously allowing the use of cheaper
logic-level MOSFETs. The maximum
load current can also be tailored using the current limit programming
pin, IPRG. This three-state pin sets
the peak current sense voltage across
the top-side MOSFET. Combining all
three high current approaches (utilizing low RDS(ON) MOSFETs, powering

the gate drive from a secondary 5V
supply, and setting current limit to its
highest value) enables applications in
excess of 20A.
The LTC3822 incorporates OPTILOOP® compensation to enable the
user to choose optimal component
values to compensate the loop over
a wide range of operating conditions
with the minimum number of output
capacitors. Figure 6 shows the tran-

Conclusion

LT6557, continued from page 35

matically tracks downward with the
supply if below 4V. The selection of
input bias point may depend on the
application, but the values shown for
the programming resistors in Figures
1 and 2 are representative of most
designs.

grammable biasing, these devices
offer minimal parts-count AC-coupled
ampliﬁer solutions for very high-resolution applications. The LT6557, with
its gain of two, is designed for RGB
output ports such as in video routers and KVM switch products. The
LT6558, with unity gain, is designed
as an RGB input port buffer and/or
ADC driver, such as in computer or
home-theater display products. L

The LT6557 and LT6558 are designed
speciﬁcally with single-supply ACcoupled operation in mind. Each
input includes an internal currentcontrolled bias voltage source like that
shown in Figure 3. A single external
resistor RBCV programs the input bias
voltages as shown in Figure 4 for the
LT6557. The LT6558 RBCV function is
similar to Figure 4, but is optimized
for producing higher biasing levels to
account for the lower gain and auto-

Conclusion
The LT6557 and LT6558 triple video
ampliﬁers are optimized speciﬁcally
for operation on low voltage single
supplies. With preset gain and pro-
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Figure 3. Fast pulse response of
LT6558 on 3.3V single supply
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The LTC3822 delivers currents as high
as 20A for single-output applications
using a minimum number of components in a tiny complete solution
footprint. L
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sient response for the circuit in Figure
1 with a load step of 1A to 3A. The
output overshoots by approximately
100mV on a 1.8V output and then
settles in about 50µs.

Figure 4. Simpliﬁed schematic of LT6557
input biasing circuit (LT6558 similar)
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Figure 5. Relationship of LT6557 input bias
voltage to programming resistor RBCV
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